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INTRODUCTORY
chrono- TT is now proposed, before dealing with individual topics,
logy of a I to describe in their order of sequence the various matters
JL that may require attention by the court in a case containing
a foreign element. Stated summarily, the sequence of possible
questions in such an action is as follows :
\j 'Jurisdiction of the English court.
jurisdic-     The first and obvious essential is that the court should
^"possess jurisdiction over both the defendant and the cause of
^   action.
2./ Classification of the cause of action.
Allocation Having satisfied itself that it possesses jurisdiction, the court
questton^to must next Determine the juridical nature of the question that
its correct requires decision* Is it, for instance, a question of breach of
legal cue- contract or the commission, of a tort? Until this is determined,
it is obviously impossible to apply the appropriate rule for the
choice of law and thus to ascertain the lex
3y Selection of the lex causae.
Selection    Having classified the cause of action, the next step is to
ca^M select the lex causae^ i.e. the legal system that governs the
based upon matter. This selection will be conditioned by what has aptly
*01nectbg been called a connecting factor,1 i.e some outstanding fact
factor which establishes a natural connexion between the factual
1 Falconbridge, 53 LQ.R. 236, adopted b7 Robertson, Characterization in
the Conflict of Laws, p. 92. Lorenzea, 20 Columbia Law Review, 268, uses the
expression 'point of contact'; Uuger, 19 Bell Yard, 3: 'dements of introduc-
tion'; Nussbaum, 40 Columbia Law Review, 1464: 'localizator'. The French
and German expressions ait point de rattachement and anknilpfungspunkt.

